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Forskrivningsmodulen (eresept) 3.7.0 (#13990)  Release Notes

Customer Feature
The text "Tom LIB" shown for empty M25 messages in samstemming was changed to "Pasientens LIB
hentet fra Reseptformidleren inneholder ingen forskrivninger".
[ RENO11987, Resolved, As a doctor I want an empty RF LIB in samstemming to be more clearly identified ]

Vivit module updated to version 1.27
[ RENO11967, Resolved, As a doctor I want the FM to use version 1.27 of the Vivit module ]

Information about the prescriber is now showed in collapsed prescriptions in samstemming.
[ RENO11949, Resolved, As a doctor I want to see information about the prescriber in collapsed prescriptions in
samstemming (not only expanded) ]

In "samstemming", information on there being no deliveries found has been changed to "Ingen
utleveringer funnet" and that string removed from the expanded view and only shown for items which
came in on a reply to an RF lookup (M95/M96)
[ RENO11948, Resolved, As a doctor I want clearer information about missing information about deliveries/utleveringer
in samstemming ]

In legemiddel/cave samstemming, the "Lukk"/"Neste" button will be disabled when the medication list
is too long to fit on the screen. It will be enabled when the user has scrolled all the way down.
[ RENO11947, Resolved, As a doctor I do not want to close legemiddel or CAVEsamstemming unless it is certain that
I have seen all the prescriptions/CAVE entries shown there ]

Captions in "samstemming" changed to be more descriptive.
[ RENO11946, Resolved, As a doctor I want more descriptive captions for the different medication sections in the new
samstemming ]

Allow doctors to open the Vivit samstemming when AF is empty. AF pane is now visible even when AF
grid is empty.
[ RENO11867, Resolved, As a doctor I want to open the Vivit samstemming even when AF is empty and not visible ]

Samstemming will now show when a refnr resept cannot be confirmed to belong to the current patient.
[ RENO11714, Resolved, As a doctor I want to see in samstemming when a refnr resept cannot be confirmed to belong
to the current patient ]

Samstemming will no longer open for patients without FNR/DNR
[ RENO11713, Resolved, As a doctor I do not want samstemming to open for patients who have neither FNR nor DNR ]

When importing from AF FM will try to find the Lib Id of the prescription in the latest received M25
message.
This will make that the imported prescription will matched by lib id in the next RF lookup.
[ RENO11545, Resolved, Bug 91507: As a doctor I want resepter imported from AF to be identified as part of RF LIB if
they were present in M25 during the previous lookup ]

New configuration parameter to the FM institution configuration called "Allow user to select if
samstemming opens".
When this configuration parameter is set to True, a dialog appears asking the user if they want to be
taken into samstemming.
[ RENO11543, Resolved, As a doctor in Helse Midt I want to choose if I see samstemming or not ]

The CAVE information model has been updated and synchronized with the information model used in
the Kjernejournal.
[ RENO11493, Resolved, As a doctor I want to register CAVE information based on an updated information model that
is in line with the model used in Kjernejournal (RFC#19) ]

Support has been implemented for an updated M9.6 specification which contains summarized delivery
information rather than attached M6 messages.

Support has also been implemented for sending a new M9.7 query to Reseptformidleren which is
responded to with an M9.8 which contains utleveringer (M6) for a specific resept.
[ RENO11492, Resolved, As a doctor I want to receive utleveringsinformasjon in updated M9.6 and new M9.8
messages from Reseptformidleren (RFC#19) ]

A new samstemming has been implemented that allows doctors and other FM users to consolidate
the local LIB and CAVE with LIB, CAVE and resepter received from Reseptformidleren.
[ RENO11491, Resolved, As a doctor I want to use a new samstemming that includes resepter in addition to RF LIB
(RFC#19) ]

New Kurve printouts for Helse NordTrøndelag
[ RENO11387, Resolved, As a doctor in Helse NordTrøndelag I want to print a kurve ]

Nondoctors in an "LIBansvarlig" installation should never end up in CAVE "samstemming" when
receiving an M25.2.
[ RENO11259, Resolved, As a nondoctor user in an installation with LIBansvar for a patient I do not want to go into
CAVE samstemming ]

The M25 stylesheet view has been updated using the latest version of the M25 stylesheet (dated
20160404)
[ RENO11220, Resolved, As the FM I want to use an updated stylesheet for M25.3 ]

"Kurve" printouts for St. Olavs Hospital and Helse Møre og Romsdal are now available as "kurve" print
out options in the FM.
[ RENO11168, Resolved, As a doctor in St. Olavs I want to print out a kurve ]

Reimburshementcodes from ICD10 are now included in Hresepter.
[ RENO11084, Resolved, CLONE 3.6.2  As a doctor I want an ICD10 refusjonskode to be included in M1 messages for
Hresepter ]

G02B added to the list of ATC codes that jordmødre and helsesøstre can issue resepter for.
[ RENO11083, Resolved, CLONE 3.6.2  As a helsesøster or jordmor I want to prescribe drugs with ATC group G02B
(krav T26.4) ]

Defect fixed which allowed jordmødre and helsesøstre to renew and send resepter for drugs without
MT.
[ RENO11080, Resolved, CLONE 3.6.2  As a jordmor or helsesøster I should not be allowed to send a resept for a
medication without MT ]

The "Fjern" button in "Andre forskrivninger" is now disabled in all cases for ekspederbar resepter.
Previously, it was only disabled for the LIBresponsible doctor. Also, a tooltip has been added for this
button that explains when it is disabled.
[ RENO10986, Resolved, As a user I should not be allowed to remove an ekspederbar resept from andre forskrivninger
]

For "LIBansvarlig" doctors a "Rekvirent" role is now specified for every item in "lib" item when sending
"multidose" messages.
[ RENO10931, Resolved, As a LIBansvarlig doctor I want the "Rekvirent" role to be included for LIB lines in M25.1 ]

When installing FM, the new RF certificate and its roots, the FEST certificate roots and the old RF root
extension certificate are also installed.
All the roots and root extension certificates will also be installed (if not present yet) when installing a
new certificate via the admin dashboard.
[ RENO10870, Resolved, CLONE  As the FM wizard I want to install uptodate certificates ]

The message version has been set to version 2.5. If version 2.4 is needed it has to be set back
manually via the admin view.
[ RENO10861, Resolved, CLONE  As the FM I want to send messages in version 2.5 by default ]

The Url for the Relis external information service has been updated to reflect changed query string

[ RENO10796, Resolved, As a doctor I want to use updated links for Relis lookup ]

Fm no longer has the job option for automatically delete any eresept messages (m95/m96)
[ RENO10767, Resolved, As the FM I do not want to delete any eresept messages (including M9.5/M9.6) ]

Prescribers other than doctors (i.e. dentists, jordmødre and helsesøstre) are no longer allowed to
send or print M25.1/M1/M5 messages for patients with a registered LIBansvarlig in the current
installation.
[ RENO10583, Resolved, As a nondoctor prescriber I do not want to send M25.1 messages ]

When a user does a "renew all" and there is/are item(s) which cannot be renewed then a message
dialog pops up to inform the user of the fact with a list of the items that will not be renewed.
[ RENO10498, Resolved, As a doctor I want to be informed when Forny alle (renew all) does not renew all the resepter
in the LIB ]

When linking from andre forskrivninger, the "Knytt til" dialog will now tell the user which (if any) resept
will be recalled as a result of the linking.
[ RENO10377, Resolved, As a doctor I want to know which resept will be recalled when I link a resept from RF to a
local LIBelement (possibly an ekspederbar resept) ]

FM supports SQL server 2014 now and compatibility levels which SQL server 2014 supports.
[ RENO10332, Resolved, As the FM I want to support SQL server 2014 ]

Feature
Renewing a Hresept without change is allowed as long as the structured vilkår (10) validates for the
user.
If the user is not allowed to use refusjonshjemmel H, when the user tries to renew (or renew with
change), the refusjonshjemmel selection is initialize to “Ingen”.
[ RENO9994, Resolved, As a doctor, I want to be able to renew Hresept prescriptions ]

Doctors can prescribe "Hresepter" now.
[ RENO9993, Resolved, As a doctor, I want to be able to create Hresept prescriptions ]

The help file has been updated to reflect the latest version, as of 3.7.0 RC8.
[ RENO11998, Resolved, update help file ]

Fetch deliveries button and delivery information incompleteness warning should no longer be shown
for items not in RF.
[ RENO11503, Resolved, As a doctor I do not want to see a delivery lookup button for resepter that are not present in
RF (e.g. paper M8) ]

Three institutions where added to the kurve printouts in admin client.
"St.Olavs Hospital kurve", "Helse Møre og Romsdal kurve" and "Helse NordTrøndelag kurve"
[ RENO11477, Resolved, As an administrator I want to be able to select kurve printouts for Helse MidtNorge and
Helse NordTrøndelag ]

When in "samstemming" items are more clearly indicated as handled by green green frames, icons
and tool tips.
[ RENO11212, Resolved, As a samstemming user, I want to clearly see which items have been handled ]

The FM server is now built to target "Any" CPU rather than just 32 bit. This means that it will run as a
64 bit application in 64 bit Windows installations, but continue to run as a 32 bit application in 32 bit
Windows installations.
[ RENO10881, Resolved, As the FM appserver I want to run in 64 bit mode on 64 bit servers ]

Renewing a Hresept without change is allowed as long as the structured vilkår (10) validates for the
user.
If the user is not allowed to use refusjonshjemmel H, when the user tries to renew (or renew with
change), the refusjonshjemmel selection is initialize to “Ingen”.

[ RENO10837, Resolved, CLONE  As a doctor, I want to be able to renew Hresept prescriptions ]

Customer Defect
Having to query RF twice to get the correct RF status of "Not in RF" has been fixed.
[ RENO12081, Resolved, CLONE (3.7)  RFstatus updated on second RF lookup but not the first ]

Fixed duplicated LIB element after a draft proposal is changed by a doctor.
[ RENO12080, Resolved, CLONE (3.7)  LIB element duplicated in the LIB after being changed by doctor ]

Fixed approved seponering draft even though it has not been selected by the doctor.
[ RENO11976, Resolved, Draft is approved even though it has not been selected by the doctor ]

Bugs when converting in epj api to name space version 20130312, missing Id and extra elements
have been fixed. Drafts are no longer included when converting from newer versions to versions
20140114 and lower
[ RENO11968, Resolved, CLONE (3.7.0 RC8)  LesVarerIBruk returns invalid XML in schema version 20130312 ]

"Samstemming" no longer shows an empty LIB in RF box, when patient hasn't got any.
[ RENO11945, Resolved, Samstemming shows an empty LIBiRF area ]

Bugs when converting in epj api to name space version 20130312, missing Id and extra elements
have been fixed, draft prescriptions are also filtered out when converting "Svar" documents from
version 20140502 to 20140114. Stop information is removed from stop drafts.
[ RENO11941, Resolved, LesVarerIBruk returns invalid XML in schema version 20130312 ]

Fixed GUID parsing error when opening samstemming.
[ RENO11865, Resolved, Error in 3.7.0 RC5 when looking up in RF ]

Fixed error when linking from AF and enabled AF remove button after receiving a delivery for a paper
prescription.
[ RENO11864, Resolved, CLONE (3.8)  Impossible to remove or link an element from AF ]

Error fixed which caused an error when opening patients with old papirresepter created from
utleveringsmelding (resept from papirM8).
[ RENO11853, Resolved, Error when looking up in RF ]

When opening the patient information dialog or the "Register RF lookup consent" for a patient and the
RF lookup consent is already given, but with no information on who gave the consent, the FM no
longer produces an error. This was happening for patients who had their RF lookup consent
registered before the new consent registration model was introduced.
[ RENO11822, Resolved, Error when opening patients that have an old RF lookup consent registration ]

Improved message in the confirmation dialog box when doctors are rejecting a draft seponering in
samstemming.
[ RENO11762, Resolved, Bug 92596: Reåpnet: Kladd (forslag til seponering) er ikke mulig avvise for LIBlege i
samstemming ]

Expired Eksperderbar Kur coming in via M9.6 is now visible in Andre Forskrivninger. The user is able
to recall the prescription.
[ RENO11756, Resolved, Bug 96643: Kur som er seponert, men ekspederbar, vises kun i Resepthistorikk for LIBlege ]

Bug 95848 fixed. Relating to annulments of a delivery when only a single delivery has been made for
a resept.
[ RENO11747, Resolved, Bug 95848: Annullering when having only one utlevering, and M6 not received: No 9.7 sent ]

The FM should no longer complain about delivered foodstuffs delivery information being incomplete
after receiving a delivery information message (M98) from RF.

[ RENO11743, Resolved, Bug 95667: Næringsmiddel resept with a delivery gives the message
"Utleveringinformasjonen er ufullstendig. Slå opp i RF for å oppdatere" ]

For a doctor with "LIB ansvar" cave "samstemming" opens when opening the FM with a patient, after
a new CAVE is received asynchronously in a LIB message from RF/Pharmacy.
[ RENO11737, Resolved, Bug 92536: Reopened: Samstemming not shown for LIBansvarlig when he selects "Gjør
oppslag RF" after having received an M25.2 with new/updated CAVE ]

Bug 94715 fixed. Where an M9.11 would be sent when a jordmor (and other types of users with
limited RF privileges) did an RF lookup.
[ RENO11735, Resolved, Bug 94715: Error when doing a limited RF lookup as a jordmor ]

When an assistant stops a prescription in "samstemming", the prescription becomes a stop draft with
accept/reject options available for users so privileged. If prescription can be recalled, then it should be
recalled after "samstemming" is closed.
Stop proposals on prescriptions recalled in RF now show up in "samstemming".
[ RENO11733, Resolved, Bug 94491: Doctor has no accept/reject when assistant has recalled from samstemming ]

Bug 94120 fixed. Where a locally edited Plavix registration would be shown as iRp rather than Reg.
[ RENO11727, Resolved, Bug 94120: When updating a local imported Plavix with refusjon from a external Plavix
(Reg), then the local item appears to have status "Not in RF" ]

Fix error after sending messages in a database with a large number of assistants/nurses.
[ RENO11619, Resolved, (erSak:11216) Hemit: Error message when sending messages ]

Rejecting a "proposed to seponate" prescription in samstemming is now working.
[ RENO11585, Resolved, Bug 92596: Draft seponation (forslag til seponering) cannot be rejected in samstemming ]

Samstemming is now showing to a LIBansvarlig doctor when a new asynchronous m25.2 message
has new or updated CAVE.
[ RENO11576, Resolved, Bug 92536: Samstemming isn't showing to a LIBansvarlig doctor when a new m25.2
message has new or updated CAVE ]

Text for unsent prescriptions in samstemming is now more consistent:
For pending renewals text is now "Usendt resept, fornyet av ... "
For new unsent prescriptions text is now "Ny usendt resept, forskrevet av ..."
[ RENO11565, Resolved, Bug 92205: For unsent prescriptions: text in samstemming not consistent ]

Fixed samstemming for special case 4 (plavix case  when resept is basis for both local LIB and
M25.1 lib and both are renewed as registrations).
[ RENO11563, Resolved, Bug 92154: Update button not available for specialcase 4 (plavix case where both are
renewed as registrations) ]

Expederbar resept is now shown above recalled resept in samstemming after receiving M7.
[ RENO11561, Resolved, Bug 92076: Expederbar resept not shown above recalled resept in samstemming after
receiving M7 ]

Locally stopped prescriptions are now shown in LIB samstemming if matched with external items form
RF LIB or if external item is "ekspederbar" or "under ekspedering".
[ RENO11537, Resolved, Bug 90172: Seponated drugs not shown in the local section of samstemming ]

In LIB samstemming, when filtering out recalled or fully delivered prescriptions, items referred to from
an m25 message and/or exist locally or are external and match a local item are not filtered out by this
option.
[ RENO11536, Resolved, Bug 90774: Samstemming: Ferdigekspederte resepter that exist in local LIB are hidden
when user selects "Skjul tilbakekalte og ferdigekspederte resepter" ]

LIB "samstemming" no longer shows locally stopped medications matched with a loose prescription
which is recalled or fully delivered.

[ RENO11535, Resolved, Bug 90700: Seponated and recalled resepter shown in samstemming ]

Tool tip for double medication warnings is now active/visible in "samstemming".
[ RENO11534, Resolved, Bug 90690: Tooltip for the doubleprescription warning icon is not showing in
"Samstemming" ]

Fixed matching between loose resepts after linking in samstemming.
[ RENO11533, Resolved, Bug 90682: After linking in samstemming it seems like the Updateicon is showing for the
wrong prescription ]

When stopping a prescription as LIB responsible doctor, recall from RF is automatically selected if
stop date is the current date. LIB responsible doctor can choose to change this if stop date is set in
future.
[ RENO11532, Resolved, LIB ansvarlig able to seponate without recalling ]

The strange case when the date 01.01.0001 shows up as stop date when specifying stop reason has
been prevented by defaulting to the current system date.
[ RENO11531, Resolved, Proposed date for seponering is 01.01.0001 ]

When a referenced from M25.1 is recalled (or ferdigekspedert) and there is a loose, ekspederbar
resept which matches the same line the ekspederbar resept is shown on top.
[ RENO11530, Resolved, Bug 90464: In samstemming, renewed resept shown as history for a recalled resept when
the recalled one is referenced from M25.1 ]

When a new/renewed LIB item is sent in to RF along with a stop induced recall, the recalled item
should no longer be shown on LIB on successful send.
[ RENO11528, Resolved, Seponated drug shown in LIB after M5 has been signed and sent ]

In "samstemming" when adding an external CAVE warning and interactions are updated in the lib list
with the newly added CAVE taken into consideration.
[ RENO11525, Resolved, Bug 90369: Adding external CAVE in CAVEsamstemming doesn't affect CAVEwarnings
supposed to be shown in LIBsamstemming ]

When a doctor has recalled a prescription which is "Under ekspedering" but pharmacy has not issued
an m10 for it, the correct status is now shown in "LIB" and "samstemming".
[ RENO11524, Resolved, Bug 89847: Reseptstatus is shown wrong after samstemming ]

Updating a duplicate CAVE registration with information from external record no longer leads to
requirement to handle record on the next CAVE samstemming.
[ RENO11519, Resolved, Bug 89712: CAVEsamstemming: updating a duplicate CAVE registration with information
from external record leads to requirement to handle record on the next CAVE samstemming ]

FM no longer shows delivery info as incomplete right after receiving the latest delivery info from RF
[ RENO11518, Resolved, Bug 89774: 'Ufullstendig utleveringsinformasjon' never goes away in the resept/utlevering
detail screen ]

In the admin view when setting "RF Compression Threshold" ("RF komprimeringsgrense") only
positive integers can be entered or pasted now.
Changed the time of day for RF response cache invalidation to a drop down with a selection range of
023. In the same tab, where the compression threshold is shown, other number fields which can be
strictly positive integers have been change as such both for keyboard enter or text paste.
[ RENO11517, Resolved, Bug 89797: Admin: RF Komprimeringsgrense / compression threshold is not validated ]

FM admin no longer "hangs" when certificate store contains a certificate without a subject.
[ RENO11516, Resolved, FM admin hangs when certificate store contains certificate without a subject ]

Hard scrolling in CAVE "samstemming" with many items should no longer lead to an empty external
cave list.
[ RENO11515, Resolved, Bug 89635: Hardscrolling leads to empty or incomplete CAVEview in samstemming ]

Improved performance when checking for user's privilege for prescribing Hresepter. This would
cause serious performance degradation with many concurrent user, such as in a hospital
environment.
[ RENO11507, Resolved, FM becomes very slow when used by many concurrent users ]

When a Helfo application (M2) contains multiple medications, the application overview window will now
show each medication in a separate row.
[ RENO11487, Resolved, Only one M12 shown in the Helfo application overview when more than one M12 has been
received for an M2 that contains multiple søknader ]

Changed LIB draft prescriptions tooltip to remove reference to the inbox which is not in use
everywhere. It now says "Medhjelper har laget ny resept. Resepten må signeres og sendes av en
rekvirent."
[ RENO11253, Resolved, Tooltip mentions FM inbox, which is not relevant in a hospital (TFS10414) ]

Fixed incorrect RF status shown after sending M1 for a patient who does not have registered approval
for M9.5.
[ RENO11252, Resolved, Different RF statuses shown after sending M1 for a patient who does not have registered
approval for M9.5 (TFS10410) ]

Fixed RF status update in AF for ferdigekspedert prescription
[ RENO11248, Resolved, RF status (in AF?) not updated on RF lookup (FM 3.6.3) ]

SLV field in prescription view is not shown for every medication anymore. Now only medications that
require it display the SLV field.
[ RENO11175, Resolved, CLONE  Field for SLV application shown in the prescription screen (S15) for all drugs, but is
only required for those drugs that actually require SLV applications ]

Fixed an error when converting version 2.4 Helfo applications to version 2.5. This would fail because
the Instituert element was not in the correct location in the XML structure.
[ RENO11117, Resolved, FS: PROD: Error with HELFO child element "Instituert" ]

Fixed a label text in "Ekspederingsanmoding" dialog. The text “Formidlernavn (f.eks nærbutikk)" was
cropped.
[ RENO11094, Resolved, Label in ekspederingsanmodning window is cut ]

Fixed processing of Helfo reply messages (M12) for Helfo applications that were started as drafts, i.e.
first created by assistant users. The FM would fail to find the related application when processing the
reply message from Helfo.
[ RENO11072, Resolved, Negative AppRec sent for M12 when M2 started as draft ]

A new async M25.2 message will no longer be processed if the GenDate is older than the GenDate of
an already processed message.
All M25.2 inbox notifications are now cleared when a new M25.2 message is processed.
[ RENO10917, Resolved, Question on kosttilskudd line in M25.2 not shown in LIB for LIBansvarlig ]

For eRpprescriptions, Accepted by and Last edited by fields on the Lib row details will not be shown.
Instead, a new Signed and sent by field will show the name of the user that did sign and send of the
prescription.
[ RENO10869, Resolved, CLONE  Incorrect doctor shown as "registrert/sist endred av" and "godkjent av" ]

Id for SisteM25 in return from LesVarerIBruk in now the message id, not an internal document key.
[ RENO10860, Resolved, CLONE  Id for SisteM25 in LesVarerIBruk does not come from the last M25.1 sent ]

Undo list in LIB is filtered to contain only items which the user is allowed to undo.
[ RENO10509, Resolved, Assistant should not be allowed to undo an import from AF done by a doctor ]

Searching local prescribers will no longer filter out persons without HER id
[ RENO10507, Resolved, Cannot find local prescribers when searching for "Forskriver" from the prescription screen ]

"Kortdose" link to medication in a FEST update will not be stored if the link has been created manually
before update.
[ RENO10426, Resolved, FEST update must take into account that new kortdose connections from FEST may already
have been created locally ]

Setting up a new DB will now be done partially in singleuser mode, preventing unwanted locks to
occur.
[ RENO10378, Resolved, Not possible to set up a new database in version 3.5.8 ]

The shortcuts to the FM Admin module ("FM Systemadministrasjon") and Configuration Wizard
("eResept Forskrivningsmodul Installasjon") that are created by the FM setup have been changed to
be "normal" shortcuts. Previously, these were socalled "advertised" shortcuts that would validate the
FM Client or Configuration Wizard installation each time the shortcut is activated (and do a repair if
necessary). Now, they will only run the application, without trying to repair.
The same goes for the shortcut for the FM client install ("FM Klient Installasjon").
[ RENO10369, Resolved, Error when running FM admin after updating to 3.5.8 ]

Defect
The SetDotNetTransactionTimout utility now runs as 32 or 64 bit depending on .NET run time
environment.
[ RENO11930, Resolved, The SetDotNetTransactionTimeout utility should be built as a 32/64 bit application ]

Fixed an error that could come up when a NIB/FIB resept was received in M9.6, and the prescription
had already been stopped locally.
[ RENO11855, Resolved, CLONE (3.8)  2 errors occur when doing RF lookup one certain patient ]

Bug 96643 fixed. Where seponeringsinformation would not be correctly shown in samstemming or
imported to LIB from samstemming.
[ RENO11759, Resolved, Seponer information for expired kur without structured dosing is not included when importing
from samstemming. ]

Defect fixed where the FM might ask a user who is not allowed to open samstemming is asked if he
want to open samstemming.
[ RENO11731, Resolved, Dialog asking if the user wants to go into samstemming or not prompts event if the user
doesn’t have privileges to open samstemming or no message triggers samstemming. ]

For medication with a fixed dssn from either shortdosing or structured dosing, renewing with change
should no longer allow edits of dssn text.
[ RENO11707, Resolved, DSSN linked to a kortdose that was assigned because of structured dosing isn't readonly
when renewing ]

Running "samstemming" from cache shows external CAVE if any came in on the last RF response.
[ RENO11609, Resolved, Cached CAVE samstemming only showing the local registered CAVE ]

When creating a new prescription template from admin client by selecting a specific short dosing in
medication search view, editing structured dosing now selects a matching short dosing or none, as
when creating a new prescription.
[ RENO11608, Resolved, Problems when editing structured dosing for a template where kortdose has been selected ]

When importing an item with cave warnings the cave warning is retained on the imported/added local
item.
[ RENO11607, Resolved, CAVE warning isn't "added" too when adding a resept to LIB during LIB samstemming ]

User is now notified of locally unknown/not active legemiddel when trying to add it in samstemming.
[ RENO11596, Resolved, User not notified of locally unknown legemiddel when trying to add it in samstemming ]

Fixed obj ref error after importing CAVE from m25.2 and editing it before running new RF lookup
[ RENO11569, Resolved, Bug 92446: Obj ref error after importing CAVE from m25.2 and editing it before running new
RF lookup ]

Updated Relis Virkestoff link if found in db.
[ RENO11512, Resolved, One of two Relis links has not been updated to the correct format ]

Importing a paper M8 ("Utleveringsrapport Fastlege") for locally unknown "legemiddel" should no
longer end up in an exception.
[ RENO11497, Resolved, Obj ref error occurs when paper M8 for locally unknown legemiddel is imported ]

Visual improvements in the LIB.
[ RENO11402, Resolved, Andre forskrivninger label half obscured by filtering label when link button is visible ]

When sending M5 (recall) message, the local resept status is now updated to reflect the RF status.
[ RENO11340, Resolved, M25.1 cannot be sent after a LIB prescription has been seponated and the M5 sent to RF ]

When selecting short dosing from search results, the dssn text in the prescription view should no
longer directly editable.
[ RENO11339, Resolved, User can send M1 with manually added dssn text and structured dosing ]

Registering as "LIB ansvarlig lege" is no longer possible with pending recalls in message queue.
[ RENO11289, Resolved, samstemming fails interestingly when registering as LIBansvarlig if there are M5s pending
send ]

Signing queue counters and notifications should now show up correctly for LIB messages in
installation where drafts don't require approval and an assistant just created a draft prescription.
[ RENO11282, Resolved, in locations that don't require draft approval before sending the M1, the sidebar doesn't
mention the pending M25.1 ]

In the admin view within the organization configuration an rsh Id is no longer a required field when
creating institutions, although if the intent is to fetch structure from service nothing will be fetched
unless a valid rsh is specified.
[ RENO11155, Resolved, ReshID field is marked as required but I can save without filling it out ]

Defect fixed which allowed user to omit the refusjonskode for Hresept if refusjonshjemmel 4 was
selected before H.
[ RENO11082, Resolved, CLONE 3.6.2  User can save a Hresept without selecting a diagnosis code. ]

Fixed defect which could cause forskriver in the prescription screen to be initialized to a user who did
not have privileged to issue resepter for the selected drug.
[ RENO11081, Resolved, CLONE 3.6.2  J/H is automatically set as Forskriver after a nurse renews J/H's prescription in
PLO ]

Improved performance when opening system configuration and institution configuration in the admin
dashboard.
[ RENO10982, Resolved, System administration config takes a very long time to open the first time ]

LesCave using older namespaces should no longer return invalid XML
[ RENO10897, Resolved, LesCave returns invalid XML when using the 20130312 namespace ]

In the search medication window the "J/H" filtering option is only applied and shown for relevant users
and patients.
[ RENO10867, Resolved, CLONE  J/H filter default behavior stops without the user changing it manually ]

Problem fixed which prevented the prescription screen from reinitializing during generic substitutions.
[ RENO10798, Resolved, S15 is not reset when selecting generic substitution ]

When a healthcare person has privileges to print out prescription, the senders healthcare person role
is printed out before the senders name.
[ RENO10526, Resolved, J/H can print out in own name resepter J/H is not supose to be able to sign/send ]

Fixed error which prevented creating an institution without a RESHid in the FM database.

[ RENO10513, Resolved, A failure occurs when trying to save a new institution without ReshId ]

J/H are now allowed to accept or reject a seponering suggestion from an assistant.
[ RENO10452, Resolved, nurses can approve midwives prescriptions but it doesn't work the other way around ]

In the search medication window the "J/H" filtering option is only applied and shown for relevant users
and patients.
[ RENO10413, Resolved, J/H filter default behavior stops without the user changing it manually ]

In patient consent view, the expire date is now correctly validated.
[ RENO10384, Resolved, User not notified of an expired date in consent popup before running an RF lookup ]

